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Abstract 

Due to growing the number of Information Technology (IT) users all around the 

world , consequently the amount of data that needs to be stored  is increasing day by 

day. Single attached d isks and old  storage technologies cannot manage the storing 

these amounts of data. Storage Area Network (SAN) is a d istributed  storage 

technology to manage the data from several nodes in centralize place and secure. This 

thesis investigates how SAN works, the file system   and protocols that are used  in 

implementation of SAN . The thesis also investigate about other storages technologies 

such as Network Attached Storage (NAS) and Direct Attached Storage (DAS) to figure 

out the advantages and d isadvantages of SAN , The main focus of the thesis project is 

on identifying the security vulnerabilities in SAN such as possible attacks in d ifferent 

SAN protocols. The thesis finally identifies the performance factors in SAN to figure 

out how to improve the performance with respect to security solutions aimed to 

enhance the security level in SAN .  
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1   Introduction  

With advancement of information and communication  technology (ICT) the amount 

of data that need s to be transferred  and stored  on d isks has grown enormously in a 

computer network environment and growth from Gigabyte in early 1990 to Exabyte 

in 2010. Many technologies have been developed to manage and handle this traffic of 

data for use in different scales of networks such as LAN, MAN and WAN . Some 

examples of these technologies include Network Attach Storage (NAS), Direct Attach 

Storage (DAS) and Storage Area Network (SAN). Storage Area Network (SAN) is a 

high speed network of storages and  fabrics that connect to computers and servers to 

provide shared  pool of storages for  d ifferent servers with d ifferent operating system, 

all the servers all around the network access to SAN storages like a local attach d isk. 

SAN manages and stores data in high speed  and  centralized  place with ease of 

management. Security has always been highest priority in such networks for 

network administrators, working with information and sensitive data of their 

companies. These networks encounter different attacks and  storages on their own do 

not have any security features. Another important element for implementing SAN is 

performance of the system. Knowledge about the key performance elements as well 

as advantages and d isadvantages of this technology is crucial to comprehend the 

dynamics between security and performance. Knowing the vulnerabilities is one of 

the critical tasks for making storage systems secure, knowledge about security 

elements and solutions can help storage administrators to improve the level of 

security and reliability of a network. Security, performance and reliability make SAN  

as a good solution for storing data in a larger scale network. 

1.1   Societal and Ethical Aspects of SAN Technology 

This thesis investigates SAN from security (including safe storage) and performance 

perspectives. Especially the security issue is important for the society since it 

depends on the secure storage and communication of large amounts of data. The 

problem with the rapid growth of computer and  communication technology and 

access to information is to guarantee that they their data are safe and secure from 

unauthorized  access. 

1.2    Problem  

This thesis analyses security and performance aspects of SAN technology, more 

specifically, the thesis addresses security risks, vulnerabilities, performance factors 

and solutions for improving security of SAN in relation to performance. 



 

1.3   Thesis Goals 

The main goal of this thesis is to find  out the d ifferent security risks and attacks in 

SAN. Investigate methods that can improve security, compare between the security 

aspects, performances factors in different protocols that are used to implement the 

SAN such as iSCSI and FC, to find  out which one is the most reliable and efficient in 

d ifferent scales of networks. 

1.4   Thesis Questions 

This thesis is aimed to answer the following questions: 

 

- What are the security vulnerabilities and  possible attacks in SAN?  

- What are the performance improvement methods in the implementation of SAN? 

1.5   Thesis Methodology 

The methodology of this thesis is d ivided  into a literature study part and  a practical 

part. In the literature study part the d ifferent security methods of the SAN are 

investigated , to find  out security solutions, vulnerabilities and  attacks in d ifferent 

SAN protocols, compare between the functionality of these protocols and  find out 

the performance elements of SAN in d ifferent SAN protocols to improve the 

performance. In the practical part a model of iSCSI based  SAN is simulated  to 

measure the performance and find out some of the security vulnerabilities and the 

solutions to make iSCSI SAN secure. 

1.6   Thesis Structure 

The rest of this thesis work is organized  as follows: Chapter two explains  the 

functionality of SAN and other technologies that is used  in the stora ge area and 

make comparison between them, explain  d ifferent protocols that are already used  for 

implementing SAN and make a comparison between them about the working 

structure. Chapter three focuses more on the security aspects in SAN and d iscusses 

the security risks, threats and  vulnerabilities in SAN and d ifferent types of attacks in 

each of the protocols that already SAN implements on them, such as iSCSI and FC 

and verifies the defence method for each one of them used  to increase the level of 

security. Chapter four d iscusses the performance aspects in SAN and makes 

comparison between the performance elements of the SAN protocols and the effects 

of some security issues on the performance of the system. Chapter five contributes 

with a set of conclusions from the thesis work. Appendix shows the practical 

experiment of an ISCSI SAN using an open source operating system ‘‘Openfiler’’ for 

having deeper understanding of functionality and security risks of iSCSI  SAN. 
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2   Background 

Over the years storage network technology has been faced  with significant changes 

and there are many new innovations try to improve the level of service and 

reliability in storage area. Information and data are essential part of any company 

and business today. Besides storing information generated  from many applications, 

users need  to access to this information in a fast and  reliable way. Most companies 

need  more storage capacity day by day for storing their data; SAN is one of the 

storage technologies that are used currently in d ifferent network size for storing and 

accessing the data in faster speed  and reliable way. 

2.1   Storage Area Network (SAN) 

The Storage Network Industry Association (SNIA) defines SAN as a network in 

which the main purpose is to transfer  data between servers and storages [3]. The 

network consists of several computers, servers and devices that are interconnected 

with each other; this infrastructure allow s d ifferent computers to communicate with 

each other [4]. The operation of each SAN consists of basic elements for 

communication, which manages the physical connections, management layers for 

organizing the available connections, computer system and storage devices for 

reliable and  secure handling of data. SAN manage the data at the block level and 

thus not at the file level for keeping track of and  allocating free space on d isk to the 

data. SANs are used  to make a high speed connection between storages and servers 

[3] [1]. 

2.1.1   Storage Area Network objectives 

The main objectives that make SAN a popular solu tion for storage networks are: d isk 

utilization, d isaster recovery methods, availability of data and fast backup data 

ability. SAN help  users to use d isk resources in a more efficient way, since all the 

d isks in SAN are kept together as one resource so the management of d isks become 

easier and  d isks can work better and  more utilized , resulting in  less waste of free 

space. One can therefor save power and increase the performance of the system. 

SANs are capable of adding or removing  new disks for expanding the free space to 

servers and applications, whenever an application need  more space, it is thus easier 

to make free space available withou t turning servers down or power them off to 

allocate free space to applications. SAN has good d isaster recovery method; by 

mirroring the data to another disk that located  in another place and also used 

d ifferent types of Redundant Array of Independent Disks (RAID) to provide 

mirroring and data duplication , SAN improve the communication I/ O by using fibre 

optic cables and gigabit Ethernet LAN also reduce the physical space that need  for 

keeping storage devices and servers, because SAN handle the data management with 

lower number of servers and higher number of d isks. SAN components consist of 

basic elements such as connectivity part that typically is fibre optic in FC and fast or 

gigabit Ethernet for iSCSI, hubs, switches, d irectors, connectors and routers are the 
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main components of SAN. Components can be from different storage devices e.g. 

tape, Just a Bunch of Disks (JBOD), Enterprise Storage Servers (ESS), Serial Storage 

Architecture (SSA) and IBM DS family storages. Different servers in SAN can use 

d ifferent operating systems such as Windows, UNIX and LINUX. By help of 

d ifferent communication techniques and communication protocols such as iSCSI and 

Fibre Channel Internet Protocol (FCIP) SAN allows the storage management over 

long d istances with high speeds in centralized  and efficient way. Traditional storage 

devices work with SCSI connectors for making communication with  host, that makes 

the connection length limited  to 25 meters but SAN with using fibre optic technology 

overcame  to this limitation and extended it up to 10 kilometres and  increased  the 

number of connections that was 16 in SCSI to unlimited  for FC [1], [8], [3]. 

 

Beside all these advantages of using SAN, some disadvantages also exist in SAN 

which makes SAN a less suitable solu tion for small installations since SAN devices 

are rather expensive and personnel supporting these devices needs to have good 

knowledge of architecture of SAN, budget and  certain types of equipment to support 

and  troubleshoot them. SAN cannot be a good solution if you need a file server to 

store and share files and data with others in your entire network, because there are 

several cheaper ways that exist to have a file server, such as using NAS or using 

sharing features in windows and UNIX operating systems. The cost of implementing 

of very simple and small SAN is around $100.000 so cost always can be an issue to 

using or not using one technology, if our network does not have a large number of 

servers which need  to be reliable for working with several applications and large 

amount of data, SAN cannot be a good solution for small and  medium sized 

companies [1], [8]. Figure 1 shows the basic components of SAN [35]. 
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Fig 1-shows the SAN components [35] 

 

DAS and NAS are other storage technologies for storing data as cheaper and simpler 

alternatives to SAN. SAN members such as servers and clients around the network 
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need  to access to same data at the same time, clustered  file system is the technology 

that used for accessing of multiple servers to same data at the same time in SAN. 

Figure 2 show the architecture of SAN in network.  
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Fig 2- shows the architecture of the network that uses SAN. 

2.1.2   SAN File System 

A technique for handling of files is a part of each operating system and for this 

purpose it also controls the allocations on d isk and has the task of creating and 

modifying the files and file d irectories. Each operating system uses its own file 

system, that each one of them has a d ifferent method and algorithm for allocating 

free space and creating and modifying files on disk. Clustering is the technology that 

used  by file systems to improve the performance and traffic balancing on d isk s and 

improves the availability of the system. Cluster  file system used  in storage 

technologies e.g. SAN and NAS that need s to access the same data at the same time 

[11]. 

 

Each storage device that connects to a server or computer cannot do anything alone 

and thus it is the file system that makes the relation between d isk blocks and 

operating system available to modify or create and changes any files on d isks. Each 

file systems has table of information about the status of the disk blocks for managing 

and allocating disk blocks [12], [6], [2]. 

 

A SAN file system should  enable any to any connection between all servers and all 

available disks in a SAN network. SAN in general is a shared  d isk technology and 

not a shared  file system. All servers members of a SAN who connect to related  

shared  d isks should  be able to modify and  do changes to any files at any time 

without conflict with other server members work and  it is not reachable with using 

of trad itional file systems like File Allocation Table (FAT) and  New Technology File 

System (NTFS) [13].  
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The cluster file system was develop ed to solve communication problem with d isk 

blocks. A cluster file system is a combination of trad itional file system s (e.g. FAT, 

NTFS) with the ability to multicast over the network for update the information 

about the changes that happened to other disks blocks to all the members in SAN by 

using the inter server connection between its members. The Cluster file system is 

aimed to work as a shared  file system between servers in a SAN and  is also known as 

a SAN file system (SFS). IF any node in a network fails or has functionality problem, 

other nodes on the network can continue their access to the blocks of data without 

any problem. Each file system consists of some basic elements e.g. super blocks, 

inodes and blocks of data. Super block has the task of keeping the information about 

control of the system and inodes keep information of individual files and  data blocks 

also store the data of the files. File systems are located  in core of each operating 

system to manage d isk blocks allocation  for different applications to share their 

resources with other applications [12], [6], [2], [14]. 

2.2   Storage Area Network protocols 

A protocol is defined  by a set of rules that enables the communication between two 

computers in any networks, communication between two devices from different 

vendors become capable by using protocol, because the protocol acts as the translator 

that all the devices talk to each other with the same language. There are several 

protocols for implementation of SAN, the common are internet Small Computer 

Interface (iSCSI) and  Fibre Channel (FC). 

2.2.1   Fibre Channel protocol (FC)  

Fibre Channel (FC) Protocol maps the SCSI commands over FC. This protocol is 

primarily used  for storage networking because FC can support the gigabit 

bandwidth speed on network. This protocol became a standard  by an International 

Committee of Information Technology Standard  (INCITS) and the American 

National Standard  Institute (ANSI), the invention of FC was mainly for use in an 

industrial environment and then it became a standard , unlike the SCSI protocol that 

mainly developed as a standard . Some people refer to FC as the fibre version of the 

old  SCSI technology [3]. FC started  its work by being used  in super computers and 

mainframes but because of the benefits of these standards, soon it became a popular 

standard  in the SAN. FC supports two types of cables as a communication media, 

fibre optic and twisted  pair cables [5], [3]. 

 

FC allows data to transfer in higher speed ; the current available speed on FC is up to 

16 GB/ Sec there are several products and  vendors in the market currently using the 

high speed advantages of FC. FC is a multi-protocol support and  it can carry the 

traffic from the other protocols as well [3]. 

 

SCSI was mainly developed for making connections between computers and the 

storage devices, as a good option for use in small scale networks. SCSI is used  as a 

connection medium in DAS and carries and controls the blocks between the host and 

attached device. Use of SCSI had  some limitations for the companies who wanted  to 

use it as the communication protocol; these limitations confined growth of 

http://vega.cs.kent.edu/~mikhail/classes/os.s99/l18advancedfiles.PDF
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organization’s network in some aspects, scalability is one of the them, the  other 

limitation in SCSI is low number of devices that can be serviced  at the time, the 

maximum number of attached devices to bus topology can be support by SCSI is 

around fifteen, because of effecting to the performance of the system these number 

can be decrease to four or five. The other limitation on SCSI was the availability and 

reliability of the system. In SCSI, because of the large number of cables and 

connectors that are used  for communication  in the network, the probability of system 

failure is also high and any failure in the server or cables that connects to the storage 

devices can cause a system failure and lose the connectivity and data to applications. 

The other limitations of SCSI protocol is related  to the speed and d istance that can be 

supported  by this protocol; the maximum of 25 meters long d istance makes the SCSI 

protocol not a convenient solution for long d istances. Device sharing in bus topology 

was also another problem [3]. 

 

FC becomes a popular model of SAN because of the limitat ions of the previous 

technologies. FC overcame the limitations of the I/ O speed, flexibility and Distance 

limit of trad itional protocols, in SAN all hosts can see the storage like local attach 

d isks to the system, multi-protocol support is another advantage of SAN. FC has  

two types of cables for using shorter and  longer d istances, fibre optic cable can 

manage the connectivity for the longer d istances and copper cable is used  for shorter 

d istances and the characteristics of FC make it compatible with a wide variety of 

devices that support FC [5],[3]. 

 

By definition of the American National Standard  Institute (ANSI) FC is a multilayer 

network protocol. Like other types of network protocol standards FC can send 

information in a packets or frames formats. The FC hardware allows the delivery of 

packets in high performance mode. To overcome the distance and speed limitation, 

FC protocol uses the serial transfer method instead  of using the parallel one. There 

are two nodes playing roles in FC, source and destination, source is a device such as 

server, PC or mainframe and destination can be a d isk or tape drive. FC protocol is 

the flexible protocol that can support a wide variety of devices and technologies [3], 

[5]. 

 

FC has the ability to deliver data as fast as the destination is capable to receive it. FC 

used  a combination of trad itional I/ O technologies with the benefits of networking 

and this combination makes the FC capable to transfer the large amount of data in 

high performance and speed . FC is a reliable protocol with the lowest error 

probability and has the ability to guarantee the data delivery from source node to 

destination. FC is a flexible protocol that can support d ifferent types of data e.g. 

audio and video. The number of devices that can be addressed  by the FC is 

unlimited . FC with these capabilities and  advantages, except implementation  cost, 

can be a preferable option for implementing SAN in larger scale network [15], [5]. 

 

2.2.2   Fibre Channel Layers 

FC consists of five layers and  two sections, that each one of these layers has its own 

responsibilities. Figure 3 shows the layered  architecture of the FC protocol. 
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Fig. 3.FC protocol architecture that shows the d ifferent layers of FC protocol 

 

According to figure 2, FC protocol d ivides into two sections, the upper layer and the 

lower one called  physical layers, layer FC-0 known as physical interface, include the 

cabling elements and connectors and electrical parts. FC-1 known as transmission 

protocol, the task of this layer is to provide a method for reaching to the maximum 

length of the code. FC-2 is known as the signalling and framing protocol, the task of 

this layer is to provide a reliable communication and layer FC-2 is separate from the 

upper layer. These three layers together make the fibre channel, the signalling and 

physical interface. On the upper layer we have two other layers that start with FC -3 

known as common services; the task of this layer is to function definition of single 

nodes. FC-4 is the last layer and known as  the protocol mapping layer and the task 

of this layer is transporting of two d ifferent types of protocol over the same interface 

[5], [3]. 

 

Each FC frame has a limitation on data length that should  be 528 words or 2112 

bytes. For transmitting larger files FC divides them into several frames and then 

increasing the number of frames with growing the number of sequence and then 

makes the exchange. Figure 4 shows the architecture of the FC frame [3]. 
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Fig 4- FC frame architecture shows the d ifferent segments of each FC frame [3] 
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2.2.3   Naming Mechanism in FC 

All nodes and ports that are used  in FC SAN have a specific 64-bit address that used 

for their identification. Manufacturers assign this address to FC and when these 

addresses used  internationally all around the world  they become unique and called 

World-Wide Name (WWN), the address that assigns to port called  worldwide port 

name (WWPN) and the address that assign to node known as World  Wide Node 

Name (WWNN). Each WWN address consists of d ifferent parts, each part of the 

address contains d ifferent information, the name part represents the manufacturer, 

the other part of the address refers to address type and another part is assigned by 

the manufacturer to ports and nodes. Each WWN address is two hex d igits like 

<07:33:11:54:65:00:D5:A0>. There are some other addressable devices such as d isk 

drives, raid  controller and  logical drive, an 8 byte address has been assigned to them 

that are created  by FC protocol known as logical Unit Number (LUN) that refers to 

specific drive [5]. 

2.2.4   Internet Small Computer System Interface (iSCSI) 

The proposal of iSCSI protocol was developed in Internet Engineering Task Force 

(IETF) by IBM and Cisco. The first idea of this protocol was implementing a single 

network that based  on IP for multipurpose tasks such as storage systems, data 

sharing, access to web services, mail services, voice and video [10]. 

Different elements of ISCSI SAN are summarised  as follows: 

 

Initiator: The initiator is software that is part of operating system for transferring the 

SCSI commands over the IP network from host to the target. 

 

ISCSI target initiator: The target initiator is software that replies to requests from the 

host initiator. 

 

I management: is a software that does the d iscovery of devices around the network 

and applies the policies and do some task on storages such as partitioning, mapping 

and volume management. 

 

The iSCSI requests are encapsulated  into TCP/ IP to transfer over the network. The 

iSCSI works on SCSI level 3 called  SCSI-3. Mainly the iSCSI protocol works based  on 

a client/ server model that in this model client known as initiator and  server known 

as target. There are two types of transporting are exist in iSCSI, inbound an d 

outbound, inbound mentioned  to connection from initiator to target and outbound is 

mentioned  to connection from target to initiator. Figure 5 shows the iSCSI packet 

format and it functionality [3], [33]. 
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FIG 5-iSCSI packet format shows the architectu re of the iSCSI packet [3] 

 

The naming and d iscovery mechanism in iSCSI works with d ifferent methods, 

sending target commands to verify the iSCSI server is used  in small networks and for 

larger network use iSNS server or Service Location Protocol (SLP) with ability of 

multicasting. Using iSCSI is very common in data centres for having the local access 

to storage pools also it is convenient for the situations that need  to have a remote 

access to storages for doing the management of d isks or backup and recovery of data 

[3]. 

 

The naming mechanism works based  on identifier called  World  Wide Unique 

Identifier (WWUI) for identification of initiators and  targets, WWUI is a part of iSCSI 

address, the format of this iSCSI address is (<IP address>:[<port no>]/ <WWUI>) IP 

address part can be IPV4 or IPV6 or a domain name, the port part can be TCP port 

number and WWUI part d ifferent for each device and it is unique and set by 

manufacturer [10]. 

 

The iSCSI protocol has some advantages in the connectivity of iSCSI devices, iSCSI 

support the wide variety of storage technologies such as SAN and DAS and make 

devices to work with LAN such as SAN and shared  some devices with them. 

Support longer d istance connectivity with the lower cost  and  has more availability 

and flexibility in implementation in comparison with FC SAN. 

 

The availability of infrastructure in iSCSI is other advantages of this protocol; iSCSI 

works based on TCP/ IP protocol that most of the companies already have IP based 

infrastructure so there is no need  to equip our network with new devices like FC 

switches that are expensive. The compatibility of devices that use TCP/ IP protocol in 

storage networks are more than FC. 
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The Backup task, control and  manage by external server that manages backup plan 

with initiator that connects to the iSCSI target. Management of iSCSI devices is like 

d irect attached SCSI devices and there are many IP based  management software 

exists in IP network for control and monitor the traffic flow of storages. The cost of 

implementation is another subject that is lower than FC because of availability of the   

IP network devices such as switches, connectors and network card s for iSCSI, that 

already exist in most network infrastructure[10],[33]. Figure 6 shows the simple 

comparison between different SAN protocols and NAS.  
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FIG 6-The simple comparison between d ifferent SAN protocols and  NAS [10] 

2.3   Internet protocol over fibre channel SAN  

SAN use IP technologies to add some benefits to its features e.g. sharing and 

isolation become easier with the use of IP networks, allowing management and 

replication from the remote point and  remote access to the devices for applying any 

configuration and changes to storage configuration . An IP network helps SAN to 

provide for lower cost and  longer d istance in comparison with FC with use of the 

benefits of both TCP/ IP and FC together [4], [5]. 

 

There are other protocols who work with SAN; these protocols are combination of 

iSCSI and FC. They use the speed and performance of FC and the flexibility of iSCSI 

together. These protocols are fibre channel over IP (FCIP), internet fibre channel 

protocol (iFCP) and ATA over Ethernet (AOE). 
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2.3.1   Fibre Channel over IP (FCIP) 

This protocol use tunnelling for transferring packets over the TCP/ IP network. FCIP 

tunnels the fibre channel packets over the IP network and encapsulates the blocks of 

fibre channel packets to TCP/ IP socket. FCIP does not apply any changes to the 

packets and  just encapsulates them to IP and then transmits them  over TCP/ IP [3]. 

 

Tunnelling is a mechanism that allows a network to send data traffic of one network 

over another network. These mechanisms try to encapsulate protocols within packets 

to transmit them over the second network. Figure 7 shows the architecture of the 

FCIP [3].  
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FIG 7.FCIP protocol architecture shows that the functionality of FCIP [3] 

2.3.2   Internet Fibre Channel Protocol (iFCP) 

IFCP also known as gateway to gateway protocol provides services of fibre channel 

devices from the fabric over IP. IFCP has several capabilities such as error detection, 

recovery and control the flow of the network data traffic through the TCP/ IP 

protocol. IFCP try to allow the connection between fibre channel devices over the IP 

based  network and  use mapping of FC header to the TCP. IFCP also use Internet 

Storage Name Services (iSNS) service as a naming d iscovery method . Figure 8 shows 

the architecture of the iFCP protocol [4],[5].  
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FIG 8-iFCP frame shows the functionality of the iFCP frame [4] 
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2.3.3   Internet Storage Name Services (iSNS) 

ISNS is a name discovery service to implement on storage network and has the 

ability to d iscover, manage and configure the storage devices for both iSCSI and FC. 

2.4   ATA over Ethernet (AOE) 

AOE is another network protocol that has been developed by  (coraid) company for 

provid ing simple and high performance access to storage devices over the data link 

layer; thus, this protocol cannot support any IP based  routing protocol and  service s. 

AOE is not a complex protocol and  it is easy to implement and configure, the cost of 

implementing the AOE is five to eight times less than the price of other storage 

protocols, in performance point of view  AOE can be a good solution for 

virtualization of servers and storages. The AOE has some disadvantages that make 

this technology not popular in an enterprise network, the AOE is a single vendor 

protocol that it confine your implementation options, the AOE does not support the 

sequencing mechanism that m akes d ifferentiating between d ifferent request in 

Ethernet frames, this protocol does not support of retransmission for recovery or 

packet loss detection it also does not have any strong security mechanism for 

applying to network, the only supported  security feature is the MAC address 

filtering that it can easily spoof and sniff by attackers [16],[17].  

2.5   Fibre Optic Cables 

The main communication device between source and destination in FC SAN is fibre 

optic cables. Fibre optic cables are made from a sp ecial kind  of glass called  silica that 

the thickness of them is like hair. Light is enters from one side of the fibre and exit 

from the other side. The maximum power that can be sent through a  fibre optic cable 

is 0.5 watts. Fibre optic cables are available in two types, single mode and multi-

mode. FC SAN can be implemented  with both fibre optic and copper cables. Fibre 

optic cables are noiseless but the dust and  dirt can effect on their functionality, in 

general fibre optic cables have better performance in compare with Ethernet cables 

[5], [9]. 

 

Multimode fibre optic cables are used  for shorter d istance and single mode used  for 

longer d istance. FC SAN work with both types of fibre optic cables. Fibre optic cables 

are working with short and  long wave laser , shortwave laser is just works with 

multimode fibre optic and long wave laser can work with both types of fibre optic 

cables, single mode and Multimode. The core size of the Multimode cables is 50 and 

62.5 micron and the core size of single mode cables is around 8.3 micron [9],[4]. 

2.5.1   Host Bus Adapter (HBA) 

HBA is an network Interface that used  to make connections between fabrics and 

storage in FC-based  SAN. HBA converts the signals from parallel to serial and 

transmit it through the SAN. HBAs have one or more ports, choosing the right HBA 

vendor is an important task in implementing a SAN because some HBAs are not 

compatible with some SAN devices [3],[4]. 
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2.6   Network Attached Storages (NAS)  

NAS defined as the hard d isk drive that is connected  to the network. NAS consist of 

one or more hard  d isk in a bunch together. NAS is a shared  storage that connects to 

the network and  accessible d irectly over the local area network (LAN) by any of the 

users or servers that are attached to the network and it works like a file server that 

stores and shares the data over the network. The main function of a NAS is file 

sharing over the internet protocol (IP) network. Data can be sent or received  over 

TCP/ IP protocol [36], [1]. 

 

NAS is working with file level access to d ata and support d ifferent operating system 

to share and access to files on shared  storage. There are two protocols exist in 

implementing of NAS for making NAS compatible with d ifferent operating system s, 

Network File System (NFS) that belongs to UNIX operating system and Common 

Internet File System (CIFS) for windows operating system. Accessing to files in  NAS 

is over the speed of Local Area Network (LAN), accessing to files is sometimes 

become impossible with some delays or bottlenecks in the network, companies need 

to use equipment with better performance and need to transfer larger amount of data 

such as rendering movies or online transactions they often switched from NAS to 

SAN. SAN is compatible with MAC, UNIX, LINUX and windows [36], [34], [1]. 

2.7   Direct Attached Storage (DAS) 

DAS is a dedicated  disk or any kind  of storage device that connects directly to the 

host or server. DAS can be a good solution for small businesses that need  a low cost  

solution to expand their storage capacity. DAS is not a network storage technology 

like SAN or NAS and uses point-to-point connectivity with server. The connection 

media in DAS can be fibre optic or SCSI connectors and the point-to-point topology 

is the simplest way of communication that exists in storage systems. Access to stored 

data on DAS is d irectly through the server ; if for any reason the server shutting 

down or the power turns off, the applications and users who work with DAS do not 

have access to data. DAS also working with block level access to storages. DAS can 

be an economical solution for applications such as accounting, mail server s, or any 

kind  of database program such as Microsoft SQL. There is some research about the 

comparison between d ifferent companies that use DAS and SAN technology as the 

storage technology and the results show s the one who used  DAS, d isk utilization 

was around 40% or less and those who used  SAN was around 80%, so the d isk 

utilization rate in a SAN is better than DAS. DAS is a cost effective solution but it is 

not scalable and if the amount of data is increase, it cannot be a good solution  to 

handle the data traffic [8]. 
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3   Storage Area Network security issues 

Storing and availability of data is an important issue in IT world  today. After 

investigating the architecture of SAN to see the functionality of SAN and type of file 

system and protocols used  in SAN and what is the objectives of this technology in  

this chapter try to make an overview of security attacks and investigate about the 

defence method in SAN technology. SAN has some vulnerability that needs to 

verify, because of sensitivity of the stored  data, storage administrators need  to apply 

good  security configuration  on their network to achieve to highest level of security 

and availability of data. 

 

SAN implemented on two protocols that we mentioned to them earlier, iSCSI and FC 

that both have their own security attacks and vulnerabilities. Security is not just 

doing one task or applying a customised  security policy to the network, security like 

a chain that each one of the circles has especial responsibility for improving the 

security. 

3.1   Storage Area Network access control 

To increase the security level in SAN  we need to verify the security risks and  

vulnerabilities of stored  data and communications between SAN elements. Access 

control methods in the SAN are: 

 

Authentication: used  to identify the person, software or hardware to have 

permission for using system. Authentication doesn’t exist by default in SAN. Most of 

the people who works with storages thought that security is exist somewhere else in 

the network and there is no need  to be worried about security features in storages 

and  new technologies such as SAN . Authentication is not inherently exist in SAN but 

through some other applications we can provide it to SAN such  as SAN 

management software’s and  applications that have access to control SAN devices, 

some authentication models such as Diffie-Hellman-Challenge Handshake Protocol 

(DH-CHAP), Fibre Channel Authentication Protocol (FCAP) and Fibre Channel 

Security Protocol (FC-SP) provide security for d ifferent connection  type such as 

switch-to-switch, node-to-node, node to switch  connections [7]. 

 

Authorization: authorization is used  for verifying level of access to devices in  a SAN 

and it’s provided  by the WWN address of the node or port that known as WWNN 

and WWPN [7]. 

 

Encryption: encryption by default does not exist in most of storage devices, but it 

provide by using some third  party applications but in general there is no encryption 

method exists in layer 0 to 4 in FC [7]. 

 
Availability: checking the availability of devices is same as QOS and exists in layer 2 

of FC that known as error control on frames. Availability and ability of detecting and 

controlling errors is one of the essential tasks on implementing a SAN [7]. 
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3.2   Fibre Channel Storage Area Network attacks 

All communications in FC are transmitted  in  clear text mode; low level security and 

clear-text mode communication make SAN in secure and vulnerable with attacks. 

SAN does not have any encryption method on frame level but not having an 

encryption method is not a big problem because having encryption on frame level 

put load  on a system and decrease the performance of the system. Lack of security 

and  clear text communication method helps attackers to gain to information easier. 

The information in FC SAN that the attackers try to gain  are mentioned as follows: 

[7] 

 

 Domain identification 

 Switch name server information  

 sequence ID 

 WWN (worldwide name) 

 FC layer 2 frame information 

 24 bit address 

 route information 

 management information 

 session control number 

 

Hacking in SAN known as having unauthorized  access to the information and stored 

data or access to management console of SAN. Common attack types in FC SAN are 

[7], [30]: 

 

 session hijacking 

 LUN masking attacks 

 Man In The Middle Attack (MITM) 

 name server pollution 

 WWN spoofing  

 zone hopping 

 switch attack 

 

There are some security weaknesses in different parts of FC SAN that increase 

vulnerabilities e.g. weakness in sequence is caused  session hijacking attacks in SAN, 

weaknesses in fabric addresses cause MITM attack, weaknesses in Fabric Login 

(FLOGI) and Port Login (PLOGI) cause of name server pollution, weaknesses in 

HBA can be a cause of WWN spoofing and LUN masking attacks and weaknesses in 

FC switch fabric can be cause of zone hopping attack [7]. 

 

FC and IP based  SAN have several mutual attacks that most of them are  in layer 2 of 

FC known as frame and flow control layer and  layers 2 and 3 in IP SAN that known 

as network and data layers. Layer 2 of FC contains 24 bit frame header that stores 

several main information about the frame that helps attackers to gain access to SAN  

easier. Figure 9 shows the content of 24 bit address.  
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FIG.9-24 bit frame header architecture shows 24bit add ress [7] 

3.2.1   Session hijacking attack 

Accessing to the session between two trusted  nodes by untrusted third  party attacker 

to gain the control to connection among them known as session hijacking attack. 

Each session consist of two identification  parts sequence ID and sequence Count, 

same responsibilities of these two elements also exist in FC known as Initial 

Sequence Number (ISN). Telnet can be one of these types of attacks. Session 

hijacking was first developed in  IP base network because of weaknesses of ISN in 

TCP header but there are some types of session hijacking attack also exist in FC SAN 

because of low authentication method for verifying the particip ant or two nodes for 

having authorized  access. Session hijacking attack happens because of the 

weaknesses in sequence. This attack has higher risk for the system and we can use 

the strong sequence ID and sequence Count in order to confine risk of this type of 

attack [7]. 

3.2.2   Address Weakness attack 

Another attack in FC SAN that cause denial of service and damage system  is because 

of weaknesses in 24 bit address, 24 bit fabric address used  for routing between 

storage elements and  use as SAN node information in name server that is kind  of 

name database in SAN and use this 24 bit addresses to link to the 64 bit WWN 

address and check authorization between LUNs and WWNs for having access to 

them. The 24 bit address is an essential part of identification in some of the security 

methods in SAN such as hard  and soft zoning, changing the 24 bit address effects on 

functionality of SAN and cause of denial of service [7],[30]. 

 

There are three types of login exist in FC SAN, Port Login (PLOGIN), Fabric Login 

(FLOGIN) and Node Login (NLOGIN). FLOGIN is the process that a node is log in to 

the fabric and PLOGIN is the process that the node registers the 24 bit address into 

the name server [30], [7]. 

3.2.3   Man-In-The-Middle attack 

Man in the Middle Attack (MITM) is an attack that untrusted  third  party attackers 

try to intercept the communication between two trusted  participants and d irect it  to 

wrong direction without awareness of the participants. In FC SAN this attack is used 
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for spoofing the 24 bit address and  nodes WWN. The risk level of this attack is low 

and in this attack unauthorized  person or nodes try to gain the access to untrusted  

frames. MITM was introduced first in IP network and the probability of that in FC is 

lower than IP networks, security risk of this attack is lower in FC than iSCSI. In FC 

SAN for performing MITM attack, the malicious node needs to change the 24 bit 

address of itself to the address of the target to perform this attack.  Most of the time 

MITM happens in PLOGIN session because of lack of authentication, also it happens 

when a name server wants to update its information, the malicious node send  the 

fake PLOGIN frame information to the name server for registerin g 24 bit address of 

target to the WWN of the attackers. Improving security in MITM attack is a hard  task 

and need to have a good knowled ge of FC architecture, using strong authentication 

method in PLOGIN and FLOGIN can decrease the risk of this attack [7]. 

3.2.4   Name Server Pollution attack 

In this attack, attacker try to corrupt the information on the name server and change 

them with the wrong information from the attacker node, when other nodes wants to 

communicate with  target the traffic is red irect to the wrong address the malicious 

node, the attacker change its own 24 bit address information  to the WWN of the 

target. The risk level of this attack is high because the attackers can gain to the 

sensitive data with this attack. Improving the security level for this attack is not a 

hard  task and need to have a good  knowledge on the FC protocol. The way that can 

improve the risk of this attack is to examine the PLOGIN frame when they want to 

update their information on the name server to do not let them to interfere and 

change the information tables on the name server [7]. 

3.3   Internet Small Computer System Interface attacks  

The iSCSI SAN transfer SCSI commands over the IP networks, security risks on iSCSI 

SAN are same as IP networks plus the specific security attacks that specify to iSCSI 

SAN [20]. 

3.3.1   Man-in-the-middle Attack  

To provid ing MITM attack, an attacker needs some information from architecture of 

the network. First step is to finding iSNS server address by using the third -party 

sniffing software to sniff  TCP port 3205, after finding iSNS server address attacker 

try to replace the iSNS server address with the fake address to redirect all network 

traffic to the fake address, by doing this action attacker control registration requests 

from clients and  targets and  has  the access to apply changes in domain sets and 

remove or change security policies and settings in authentication and encryption 

methods [7]. 

 

Authorization of iSCSI SAN does with initiator node name, the architecture of 

initiator node name shows in figure 10. Each part of the address is contains 

information about that node such as type, date, domain name and the host name. 

Information is transmitting in clear text mode; thus, the attackers can easily sniff and 
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change them by using a network analyser  tools by monitoring the traffic on TCP port 

3260. This information can be used  to gain access to iSCSI devices on the network [7], 

[30].  
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authority
Host name

 
 

FIG.10-initiator node name architecture [7] 

3.3.2   Internet Simple Name Server Domain Hopping 

Hopping attack in iSNS server is like VLAN or Zone hopping. IQN include domain 

and host name of the initiator, Attacker by knowing these information and change 

their IQN to the IQN of the target, cause the iSNS server update their  information 

table with the wrong and spoofed  data from the attacker  and cause denial of service 

and gain to authorized  access to sensitive information of organization [7].  

3.3.3   Authentication Attack  

Authentication on iSCSI devices is provides by CHAP protocol by using username 

and password  for connecting to LUNs, CHAP is not used  by default and  is an 

optional feature. CHAP is not a secure method for authentication because it can sniff 

and  spoof by using simple third -party tools to steal passwords and information of 

the network. Authentication attack try to sniff the packets on TCP port 3260 to gain 

to CHAP usernames and passwords by using sniffer tools and  password  d ictionary 

to verify passwords and connect to the iSCSI SAN devices [30], [7]. 

3.4   Fibre Channel security solutions 

Data that needs to be protected  are divided into two types, Data in Flight (DIF) and 

Data at Rest (DAR). Data in flight mention to data and information that transmitted  

from source to target such as packets, Protocol Data Unit (PDU) protecting data 

during transmission known as data in flight security. Data at rest known as the 

security of stored  data on d isks such as encrypting the stored  data or applying secure 

access to the stored  data on d isks[18]. 

 

Data confidentiality known as guarantee the information from accessing by 

unauthorized  persons and data integrity has responsibility of guarantee the stored 

data to do not apply any change or corruption after storing on d isk [3]. 

 

The FC protocol has some authentication methods such as Switched Link 

Authentication Protocol (SLAP) and Fibre Channel Authentication Protocol (FCAP), 

SLAP is used to make trust area between switches that wants to connect to each 

other and FCAP is a public key infrastructure that used  cryptographic authentication 

for making trusted  area between switches and HBAs and do this task by exchanging 

the certificate between switches and fabrics [3]. 
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3.4.1   Fibre Channel Zoning 

Communication method in SAN is any to any, there is no limitation for devices in 

SAN to communicate with each other, by default there is not any security 

mechanism for controlling SAN devices access from other sources and other 

networks. The lack of security is one of drawbacks of SAN if it used  in large scale 

networks from both security and access control aspects. Zoning is a mechanism for 

controlling the access from different sources by making zones and groups and assign 

them to devices and entities to organize their access to d isks. Only the members of 

one zone have access to devices and not the members of other zones. Zoning defined 

on switch, each node can be access to devices if they allow by their WWNN or 

WWPN to that zone. Zoning can restrict the access to data that is more sensitive and 

control traffic flow through the fabric, error detection on fabric becomes faster and 

easier by using zoning. There are two types of zoning exist in  switches, hard  and soft 

zoning [5], [3]. 

 

Hard  zoning apply zoning on port numbers or identifier on switches. Hard  zoning is 

easier to implement and  more secure than soft zoning, the problem of this method  is 

policies that applied  to physical port on switches, by changing or moving devices, 

the port needs to reconfigure and become a part of another zone, this can make a 

security problem on the network [7],[5]. Soft zoning also known as name server 

zoning and  works based  on the WWN address table in fabric and give access to 

nodes or ports by their WWNN or WWPN identifier. In soft zoning there is no need 

to reconfigure the settings with changing or moving the cables on  fabrics, because 

they applied  to the WWN identifier of nodes and ports, soft zoning cannot be a good 

method for applying security to the fabrics because WWN is vulnerable by spoofing 

attack and WWN are not unique and can be change by changing the HBAs or by the 

users [7], [30]. Figure 11 shows zoning mechanism in SAN [5].    
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FIG. 11 --- this figure shows zoning mechanism in SAN to assigning d ifferent zone to d ifferent 

WWPN [5] 
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3.4.2   Logical Unit Number masking 

Each d isk d ivided  into smaller parts that known as volume or partition , this volume 

on d isks are identified  in SAN with Logical Unit Number (LUN), masking generally 

implement on FC HBA, LUN masking make LUNs available by some host and 

unavailable by others [19]. 

 

The LUN masking can  implement on software or hardware modes, hardware LUN 

masking are provides on routers, switches and controllers of d isks and software 

LUN masking provides by coding that store on the computer who connects to SAN 

[4]. LUN masking limits or gives access of some ports to d isks LUNs by their WWPN  

identifier. Figure 12 shows LUN masking mechanism in SAN [5]. 
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FIG.12 ---this figure shows the architecture of LUN m asking mechanism that allows specific 

WWPN to accessing to d ifferent LUNs [5]. 

3.4.3   Port Binding  

Binding applies on switches and used  to set permission for node and port access to 

fabrics, binding works based  on WWN address. Binding applied  on ports, switches 

or fabrics. On port binding each port that connected  to the switch get a policy based 

on their WWPN and any change or replacement on fabrics needs to reconfigure 

policies. Binding on switches is works based  on mapping of WWNN to switch, 

changing or swapping the cables does not need  to rebuild  the policy configurations. 

Fabric binding prevents access of unauthorized  switches to the fabrics [5]. 

3.5   Internet Small Computer System Interface SAN security solutions 

Authentication, authorization and encryption are three basic security elements in 

SAN, authentication in iSCSI SAN is provided by using Challenge Hand Shake 

Protocol (CHAP) for authorization control SAN used  initiator node name and for 

encryption used  IP Sec and Secure Socket Layer (SSL) [7], [20]. Most of SAN device 

vendors believe that SAN is not a vulnerable technology because it works on Gigabit 

Ethernet infrastructure and  SAN is a point to point technology so attackers are not 
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capable to snoop or hijack SAN easily and it just happen if th ey have physical access 

to SAN devices [7]. 

 

The iSCSI SAN has basic identification elements such as iSCSI Qualified  Name 

(IQN), LUN and iSCSI Simple Name Services (iSNS) server. IQN is an identifier of 

iSCSI client’s initiators that  act like MAC address in Network Interface Card  (NIC). 

The only available authorization method in iSCSI SAN is IQN that is not safe 

method; they are spoof able and sniff able and cannot be a good method for 

authorization. LUN is a logical part of storage devices, each storage devices is 

d ivided  into several LUNs; LUNs works like partitioning the logical disk on desktop 

computers.   

 

iSCSI works on TCP port 3260, ISNS server can be on any iSCSi devices or operating 

systems, each iSCSI initiator or target is registered  in iSNS serv er. iSNS is responsible 

for informing clients about available iSCSI devices around the network and inform 

clients about d ifferent security settings that used  in SAN for communicating with 

targets, iSNS server work on TCP port 3205 [30].security features that used  in iSCSI 

SAN consist of: 

3.5.1   Challenge Hand Shake protocol 

For applying authentication in IP based  storages such as iSCSI SAN , one of the 

commonly used  method is CHAP, this protocol exist on iSCSI SAN devices. CHAP 

provides au thentication between initiator and target by using encryption shared  key. 

After the connection has been established  between initiator and  target, authorization 

rules apply to the initiator from the source. Classification of network traffic, also 

applying some management security method in SAN can be allowed by using 

CHAP. CHAP also classified the network traffic by using d ifferent classification 

methods e.g. IP address of the source, IQN and VLAN ID [4]. 

3.5.2   Remote Authentication Dial In User Services server  

RADIUS server is another authentication method in SAN but currently it is not 

commonly used  in IP based  storage networks. RADIUS server is a remote 

authentication method for verifying the users who wants to use the network. 

RADIUS server works as a centralized  server  that managed accounting, 

authentication and authorization of the network users [4]. 

3.5.3   Kerberos V5 protocol 

Kerberos is a mutual client/  server authentication protocol that provides 

cryptography by using shared secret key between client and  server as trusted 

service. Kerberos protocol is used  in windows logon process in windows based 

systems [39]. 
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3.6   Results comparison 

SAN like other storage technologies needs to pay attention to security of data and 

communication between devices in network. Configuration is the most important 

part of starting to build  a secure network, testing and checking network 

configuration with network analysis tools to find out security holes and weaknesses 

in configuration of the network and apply the proper policies and security 

configuration to the network. There are some simple tasks that each network 

administrator must do to improve the security in iSCSI SAN networks such as using 

mutual authentication method instead  of using one simple method like CHAP for 

authentication, enable the Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) for find out errors and 

use encryption methods such as IP Sec and SSL in both iSNS server and ISCSI 

devices if it is possible and does not decrease the performance of the system [7], [30]. 

Authentication on iSCSI devices is d isabled  by default and  the only authentication 

method is CHAP also iSNS server does not have a good protection method and 

devices communicate with each other in clear text mode same as FC network [30].    

 

The source of most of attacks in SAN are insiders, insider known as the people who 

work with SAN management console and storage devices, most of the attackers from 

outside target these management consoles because the majority of management 

consoles are working over TCP/ IP protocol and  attackers are familiar with IP 

networks and their security holes. The most common attacks in SAN are internal 

attacks, the first step of improving SAN security is begun with insiders. 

Vulnerabilities from insiders are related  to the contractors and authorized  per son 

who has access to work with SAN. 

 

Control and  defence of these types of attacks need  to limit the responsibilities and 

access of the person who works with management devices and d ivide th eir 

responsibilities into d ifferent groups with d ifferent level of access. Using d ifferent 

username and password  for each one of members with d ifferent level of access to the 

management console and devices, isolating the physical devices and servers if it is 

possible to separate them with other network devices and use access card  and finger 

print at entrance. Control the system logs and activities of the administrators to 

verify changes and why these changes happened to the system and by whom [30]. 
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4   Storage area network performance 

4.1   Storage Area Network performance aspects 

Whenever talk about performance in SAN it mentioned to some factors such  as 

workload  of the network bandwidth, capabilities of storages to handling data traffic, 

type of servers used in SAN, topology of the network , applications and  

configurations  [38]. Solving the performance issues on storage networks such as 

taking too much response time of applications is always be an essential task of 

storage administrators, having better view of performance elements and 

characteristics of storages can help us to solve problems easier and  in a shorter time. 

Collecting data and reports from management consoles can help to improve 

performance of the system [38]. Performance in every aspect of computer networks is 

always being critical and effects on functionality of the network. Traffic congestion in 

network is always happening because of poor network configuration or lack of good 

network settings that apply to the network that build  on  IP overhead and  protocols 

that used  in network topologies [21]. 

 

The throughput and bandwidth of the network is always an important factor of 

storage networks performance, monitoring the iSCSI traffic and  find  out the best 

connectivity and performance method in SAN devices is an important task of SAN 

administrator, most of the time simplest topology has the best performance [21].  

4.1.1   Storage performance metrics 

The performance metrics in area of storage consist of [40]: 

 

- Throughput, known as transferred  bytes through the network in specific 

portion of time in GB/ s or MB/ s. 

- IOS, mentioned  to the maximum amount of input or output of data in one 

second. 

- Response time, mentioned  to average time that needed for performing I/ O in 

millisecond. 

- Cache read/ write, reading and writing data from cache to reduce the 

response time. 

- Caches miss; perform I/ O by reading and writing data d irectly from disk. 

 

The most important metrics in storage systems are throughput and response time. 

The throughputs of storage system are measured  for storage partitions and volume 

such as LUNs, fibre channel ports, switches, storages and RAID arrays. 

 

Storage performance divided  into two main sections, front end  and back end I/ O. 

front end  I/ O related  to the traffic among the servers and storages and back end I/ O 

related  to the traffic among the cache of storage and d isks [40]. 
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4.1.2   Redundant Array of Independent Disks 

Redundant Array Independent Disks (RAID) is a technology that helps to improve 

the reliability and performance in storages by using multiple d isks and manage 

d istribution of data. RAID can implement on both hardware and software models 

and the combination of these two. RAID has d ifferent levels from 1 to 6, each level of 

RAID has they own specifications and offers d ifferent features  to use by storages. 

SAN also use RAID for implementation of SAN to have better performance and 

more reliability on storing and accessing to data and load  balancing over the SAN 

network. RAID levels that are most common are RAID levels 0, 1 and 5. RAID 0 

make the data striping over multiple d isks, RAID 1 makes mirroring of data 

simultaneously among two d isk, RAID 5 write data and parity simultaneously over 

multiple d isks [4]. 

 

The best model of RAID is hybrid  models that use the combination of two RAID type 

together to improve and increase the performance and reliability and access time to 

access the data, the common RAID models that used  in SAN are RAID 10 (1+0) and 

RAID 50 (5+0) that use the advantages of two types together. RAID use the array of 

d isks to apply mirroring and striping the data. Mirroring help to have a copy of data 

all the times and if one disk fail the other d isk can handle the traffic and  response to 

requests and  system always up , using data striping can help the storage to make the 

trade-off between d ifferent d isks [4].  

4.2   Internet Small Computer System Interface SAN performance 

The following tasks can improve the iSCSI SAN performance. Do not use iSCSI for 

applications that require using high speed network bandwidth, If it is possible 

assigns the dedicate LAN just for traffic that related  to iSCSI devices and always use 

upgrade and update version of the iSCSI initiator, using the devices that support s the 

higher bandwidth such as 1 to 10 GB/ Sec network devices in your network 

architecture. Using CAT 6 cabling has better effect on speed of the network and 

performance. Separating subnet range of the network users from iSCSI traffic can be 

effective to improve performance on iSCSI SAN [21]. 

 

Another useful issue for performance improvement is using balanced network 

bandwidth, which means that use of equal or higher bandwidth between host 

initiators and  targets and  only assigns one or two storages to any NIC or HBA and 

put one of them as active and the other as standby. Using jumbo frame also can be a 

good idea for increasing the performance of the system, the normal frame size in IP 

networks is 1500 bytes with using jumbo frame we can increase it up to 9000 bytes in 

size and  improve the throughput and performance of iSCSI network up to 50% more 

so it contains more iSCSI comm ands and frame payload than normal frame size also 

jumbo frame is a convenient solution for longer d istance [21]. 

 

iSCSI SAN faced  with some other problems as well such as performance of devices 

that works with Ethernet base servers and switches, in general these devices do not 

need  high performance for sharing their facilities with others but if we want to 

implement a SAN in a larger scale networks these devices cannot handle traffic and 

over load  of the networks and we should  switch to high performance ones. 
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The other factor that effects on the performance of the iSCSI SAN is the initiator 

software type and version that used  in our network for communication between 

storage devices, choosing the right software or hardware initiator can also effects on 

the performance of SAN. The current built in initiator software that used  in 

operating systems are working well in general use but if the traffic overload  goes 

higher and the network becomes larger with higher bandwidths and work load  that 

is better to change the software initiator with the hardware one [22]. 

4.2.1   TCP Offload Engine (TOE) 

Using some of security methods such as IPsec in SAN cause system face with 

bottlenecks and increase CPU usage and effects on system performance so TOE was 

invented  to reduce the network load on the CPU and improve the service time and 

performance in NIC card in the network. 

 

The idea of implementing TOE was about to increase the CPU performance with  

using the gigabit Ethernet connection as the network infrastructure for transferring 

the data, when data transfer over the network the CPU has to manage all the request 

that comes from different applications and users for accessing the  stored  data on 

d isks, it makes CPU always busy with responding to requests and  decrease the 

performance, TOE become as the solution by invent of iSCSI and used  as the 

standard for transferring data over IP network to the block level of the storages, TOE 

was implemented  as an option for reducing the load  on CPU and performance 

improvement, the only problem that when we want to u se the TOE NIC card  in our 

network, is the cost, that sometimes is more than the FC HBAs that is not economical 

[26], [27]. 

4.2.2   Back up task performance in iSCSI SAN  

Back up task on iSCSI network because of using current network infrastructure and 

transmit data traffic on current bandwidth of the network also effects on 

performance of the system and  increase the response time to requests by 

applications, the idea for improving the backup task is using a network devices that 

supports Gigabit Ethernet in infrastructure of the network instead  of using old  fast 

Ethernet that is available up to 10 GB/ Sec [10]. 

4.2.3   Caching in Storage Area Network 

To improve the security and performance in SAN , several methods have been 

proposed [32]. One example is cashing that has suggested  using the log d isk system 

and parts of the RAM to cache the traffic of iSCSI. This method is referred  to as 

icache that aim to speed up the iSCSI transfer rate [32]. In fact, icache works simple 

and uses the small part of Non-Volatile RAM (NVRAM) and  log d isk for making 

caching in two levels for iSCSI requests. The functionality of this method can be 

d ivided  into three steps, step one convert the requests that are small into the larger 

one before sending them to target storage in step two makes log structure utilized  to 
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speed up the process of write data for caching the data into log system s of the d isk 

and by applying this method to the system can effect on improving the reliability 

and in last step cache both user and  meta data into the log disk [32].  

 

Icache is completely transparent to OS and there is no need  to access to kernel of the 

OS and apply or update any changes to it . Icache by localizing the SCSI commands 

and hand shake operation help the system to reduce the traffic over the network and 

act like filter for storages to reject the amount of data request that cause to reduce the 

bandwidth and make system face with bottleneck because of the limitation of 

bandwidth and help system to improve the performance of iSCSI between 53 to 78% 

with using of this method  [32]. 

4.3 Fibre channel performance 

Fibre channel (FC) is a protocol that can provide flexibility in d ifferent network 

topologies with overcome to speed  and d istance limitation in high performance, FC 

provide availability and redundancy of storage. FC supports SAN topologies with 

large number of users. FC works with common transport media such as single and 

multimode fibre optic cables and high speed copper cables. FC is a reliable protocol 

that provides performance and scalability to cover the needs in SAN and reduce the 

number of error rates in network. FC support up to 5000 KM by using d ifferent 

cabling method, multimode fibre optic cable support up to 2 KM, single mode fibre 

optic cable support up to 10 KM and FC over IP can increase this distance up to 5000 

KM [41]. 

 

According to the connection speed fibre channel d ivided  into three models FC-base2, 

10 and T [41]. FC-base 2 is the common model of fibre channel that used  in fabric and 

Inter Switch Link (ISL) that used  for inter connection between switches and also used 

in disk drives and support both types of cabling options fibre optic and copper. FC -

base 10 normally used for making connection between switches ISL. FC-base T 

support only copper cabling such as cat 5e/ 6/ 6a and used  RJ45 as a connector and 

user are capable to work with fibre channel without applying any changes in 

structure of the network or cabling [41]. 

 

Transfer speed  in fibre channel is between 1 to 8 GB/ s and is the convenient option 

for using in both front end  and back end devices in any network topology. Front end 

devices effects on performance and can apply some limitation to it. The average 

speed rate of FC in around 90% of the rated speed that means about 180 MB/ s for 

each FC port and  this amount is between 50-85% for iSCSI that is around 50-85 MB/ s 

for each iSCSI link, the number FC back end devices also effects on I/ O and can 

makes it limited  [41]. 

 

There are three different topologies for implementing FC, switched fabric, arbitrated 

loop and point-to-point. FC devices used  24 bit address space so switched fabric 

model can support up to 2^ 24 interconnect by switches, fibre channel devices 

identify to the fabric by their identification number that called  WWN,WWNN and 

WWPN. Arbitrated  loop can support u p to 127connection in one shared loop and 

point-to-point topology just support two ports over dedicated  link; figure 13 shows 

the d ifferent FC topology [41]. 
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Figure 13-shows the d ifferent FC topologies 

4.3.1   Performance comparison of SSL and IP Sec  

IP storage networks like FC need s to use some security methods for applying 

security to storages and to the data that transfer in their network. Performance 

factors are important in storages and any security method wants to apply to them 

should  be simple, compatible with the other elements, safe and cost effective in 

implementation. There are some securities and  encryption method exist in IP 

network e.g. Secure Socket Layer (SSL) and Transport Layer Security (TLS) that 

works on the application layer and IP sec that work on network layer. Secure 

transferring of data from any host to the any targets or storages and then from the 

storages to the hosts [31]. 

 

IP Sec offer strong method of authentication and encryptions to transmitted  data on 

IP packets, using encryption for large amount of data  provides high CPU usage and 

put too much load  performance to the system. This article compares SSL and IPsec 

on d ifferent condition of the network to see which one is more efficient than the 

other. Applying SSL v2 on the network decrease the performance of the system that 

this change is because of the need  of SSL to generate source code for encryption , on 

the other condition they apply the IP Sec as the encryption method to the network 

and see delay of the network to respond to requests is more than SSL v2 and it shows 

that using the IP Sec as the security method can effect on the performance of the 

system and  IP Sec first need  to secure the packets and then transfer them though the 

network but in SSL security is implemented  in the socket or ports level and  then 

apply to the packets and  has better performance than IP Sec [31]. 
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4.4 Results comparison 

The iSCSI and FC are both have equal abilities to work with storage systems and 

applications but most of the people who works with this technologies believe that 

using iSCSI have some limitations in comparison with FC to work with some 

applications, some of the applications have large Amount of transactions that IP-

based  infrastructure cannot handle the traffic of these applications like FC, iSCSI in 

comparison with other protocols has some limitations. The good thing when you 

design a SAN network is that your network should  be capable of working with both 

available protocols and  all the application s that used  in your network can work on 

both iSCSI and FC, from experts points of view who works with  storages the iSCSI 

SAN has higher performance than FC SAN [22]. 

 

In performance comparison between iSCSI and FC SAN most of the time, iSCSI is 

standing one level behind  the FC, if iSCSI configures and implements properly can  

cover this gap and reduce the response time to a few milliseconds and can improve 

the functionality of iSCSI for using in larger  networks [23]. 

 

Most of IT companies have to use both iSCSI and FC protocols for making 

connectivity between devices, to optimize their networks performance and their 

storage devices functionality, FC mostly use for working with  applications, that need 

more bandwidth speed and  higher performance and iSCSI use when the cost is an 

important issue and need to expand  our storage network devices with lower cost 

[37]. 

 

For designing a solution for storage systems iSCSI can be a convenient  option when 

manageability, connectivity and  cost of implementation of the system are the key 

factors, on the other hand when you need performance and availability as your 

implementation requirements, FC can be a good model. FC is design for the business 

applications that needs more performance, such as SQL or exchange database and 

the iSCSI for files and  departmental server use, most of the IT companies looking for 

the SAN solution that can handle the entire price, performance, reliability and the 

scalability of the system  [37].   

 

To provid ing a SAN over the 10 Gb/ Sec , iSCSI makes it available to use the high-

speed and high performance devices over  the IP infrastructure, use the low cost IP- 

based  devices such as switches and routers are closely compete with FC in terms of 

performance, speed  and cost [37], [38]. 

 

According to the research on the Storage Networking Industry Association  (SNIA) 

that makes performance comparison between 4000 nodes which using SQL and 

using the both iSCSI and FC protocols shown that there is not much d ifference 

between the performance of the iSCSI and FC. Figure 14 shows the performance 

comparison between FC and iSCSI in working with SQL [24]. 
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Fig.14-performance comparison between iSCSI and  FC in d ifferent network that using SQL 

[24] 

 

FC has the offensive addressing method  and road  map performance; it is more 

flexible and secure. iSCSI can easily grows in windows based  networks that used 

SAN for their virtualization platform  [24]. iSCSI can be a good solution for small and 

medium sized  businesses (SMB) that more often cost is an important factor more 

than performance, speed of iSCSI reduce because of the limitation on the speed of the 

Ethernet LAN that is about 1 Gb/ Sec but the FC HBAs can support up to 4GB/ Sec 

Ethernet [25].    
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5   Conclusion 

This thesis investigates about objectives of SAN such as: 

 

-  Architecture 

-  Networking 

-  File system  

-  Protocols 

-  Security aspects (vulnerabilities, attacks, defense method) 

-  Performance aspects 

 

Architecture: the architecture of SAN is built to make the connection between servers 

and  shared  storages pool: fast, reliable, easy and secure. 

 

Networking componets: SAN can be built on the use of fiber optic or gigabit Ethernet 

according to the SAN architecture and connectivity protocol. Other  networking 

components of SAN are hubs, switches, directors, connectors, switches and routers. 

 

File system: SAN use a clustered  file system to respond to the requests for accessing 

the same data at the same time from different nodes. Other file systems such as FAT 

and NTFS cannot handle d ifferent requests at the same time. 

 

Protocols: this thesis studied  two protocols iSCSI and FC most commonly used  for 

implementation of SAN and compared  their functionality and security features in 

order to explore their advantages and d isadvantages and their scalability. 

 

Security and performance: this thesis investigate the security and performance of 

SAN and identifies the common attack types in SAN such as session hijacking, FC 

address weaknesses, man in the middle attack, sniffing and spoofing the data, zone 

hopping and switch attacks to find  out effective solutions needed  to improve the 

security of SAN networks.   

 

Storage systems by their own do not have any security features; this lack of security 

makes storages vulnerable by d ifferent attacks. The best method to ensure security in 

SAN is the combination of authentication, authorization and encrypting data. Result 

also shows that the most vulnerable part of security in storages is insiders, people 

who have access to the storage devices and  their management consoles. 

 

Security solutions in iSCSI SAN consist of d ifferent authentication methods such as 

DH-CHAP, RADIUS server and Kerberos v5, the best result is when using the 

combination of these authentication methods with an encryption method  such as 

IPsec. In FC SAN some specific security solutions exist such as using (hard  or soft) 

zoning, LUN masking and port binding.  

 

The result also shows some performance improvement methods in both iSCSI and 

FC such as using the latest OS version with updated  software or hard ware initiators 

for iSCSI devices or using compatible HBA for our FC devices, using NIC with TOE 

support for increasing the CPU performance of the system when using encryption 
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methods such as IPsec, separating the network traffic with iSCSI traffic can also be an 

issue to improve the performance of the system.  

 

Implementation the model of iSCSI SAN in order to have deeper understand ing of 

functionality of iSCSI SAN  technology and its security vulnerabilities and 

Performance in SAN also another part of this work d iscussed  in the study.  

 

Knowing the security and performance features of these protocols can help the 

storage administrators to have better configuration on their network with the respect 

to performance. Security is not a single task that can do just by  single configuration; 

security is like a chain that all the circles in this chain are needed to be connected  to 

each other. This work can be helpful for the people who want to start working with 

SAN technology to have better understanding that how it works and what are 

security risks and their solutions to improve these vulnerabilities on SAN and about 

the performance aspects. Knowing this information  can help the storage 

administrators to make decisions related  to trade-off between security and 

performance in their network. The results of this investigation shows that SAN is a 

convenient data storing solution when availability, data sharing, speed  of 

transferring data and security are main goals.  

 

As the future works, I aim at combining the security featu res in order to increase the 

security level of the system and searching to enhance the performance of the security 

technology in the storage devices.  
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7   Appendix 

 iSCSI SAN experiment  

Openfiler works on Linux kernel. Filer in general related  to the servers that 

dedicated  to storage devices. After running and installing the openfiler on the virtual 

machine, it works on two modes, web based GUI and CLI mode, it can be used  for 

implementing both SAN and NAS by supporting of file level access protocols e.g. 

NFS and CIFS that the p rotocols used  in NAS and block level access protocols for 

ISCSI and FC protocols that use in SAN environment [28]. 

 

In this scenario I implement the iSCSI SAN, with two LUNs to allocate to the users 

and servers all around the network. The number of LUNs is up to the network 

administrators and  main d isk capacity, there is n o limitation for defining more 

LUNs. I define two LUNS in different capacity just to see the functionality of the 

SAN to see how it looks like to the operating system. During or after the installation 

we can define hard  disk partitions that later want to m akes them as the LUN.  

 

Storage by default does not use any specific types of security so it is easy to access to 

LUNs from any operating system initiator and  searching the network for available 

IQN of the LUNs to make connections with them. The only available method for 

using to apply security on d isks is the CHAP protocol. By using CHAP we can set 

password  for making connections to LUNs. 

 

CHAP is not a strong security method for using in storages and it is easy to sniff by 

the monitoring software. One the famous network monitoring software that we use 

to monitor our network traffic from on d ifferent ports is wireshark.  

 

Wirshark is a free network monitoring tools that you can use to monitor the traffic 

fellow on d ifferent protocols and  ports on your network. Another security method 

that we can apply to our network for increasing the security level of our network is 

IP sec that is an encryption method for using on IP based  storage network. The 

d isadvantages of using the IP sec is the overload  on CPU that we need to use the NIC 

card  to reduce the CPU load  of the system. 

 

The first step is installing the open filer ISO file in  virtual machine figure 15 shows 

the virtual box virtual machine. The hardware requirements for installing open filer 

are [29]. 

 

-  X86 or x64 based computer with at least 512MB RAM and 1GB storage for the OS 

image. 

-  At least one supported  network interface card . 

-  A CDROM or DVD-ROM drives if you are performing a local install. 

-  A supported  d isk controller with data drives attached. 
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FIG.15-virtualbox VM interface 

 

During the installation it asked some questions e.g. time, location and root partition 

to install kernel, network configuration that can be dynamic through the DHCP o r 

static (manually). After this step  installation of open filer is begin. After install and 

reboot the system the open filer get an IP address from DHCP and gives us two 

options for entering the management console through the Command line (Fig ure 16 

shows the command line controller of openfiler) or from the web based  management 

console that works on HTTPS with port no 446 (Figure 17 shows the web controller 

console of openfiler) [29],[28 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIG.16-command line interface (CLI) login page of openfiler  
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We don’t need to use the command line interface because all the configurations are 

done though GUI web Interface. That we easily access to the console by this address 

(https:/ / Domain.name:446).  

 

The default username and password  that use to access to web console is: 

Username: openfiler 

Password: password 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIG.17-web access login page to openfiler console 

 

After login into the management console the main page (Figure 18 shows the status 

page of the system) includes the basic details and  tables that show the system 

information on the status tab e.g.  System vital that shows the host name and the IP 

address of the host, the kernel version of the OS and up time of the system. The next 

box is including the hardware information of the system and number of hard  d isks 

and network adapter that attached to the system. The network and memory usage 

boxes also show the status of usage of memory and network. 
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FIG.18-openfiler system status page that shows the status and  performance of the sy stem 

 

Next image related  to the system tab that we can do the host and IP configuration on 

Openfiler and  define or change the IP address or host and  make an access list for 

signing in as a specific user to have an access to system. Figure 19 shows the netw ork 

configuration of the system.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIG.19- domain and  IP configuration of the network that can be over DHCP or static IP  
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The first step that we must to do is creating a physical volume but before creating 

physical volume we have to enable the ISCSI target service on open filer service tab, 

then creating physical volume from the d isks that already attached and exist to our 

system, physical volume is the block device e.g. d isk or partition. After creating a 

physical volume we have to define a volume group that gathered  physical volume 

and logical together for administration unit. When defining the volume group we 

must create volume in any size that we need, here I defined  two volume 10GB and  

40GB that use ISCSI file system. Then we need to m ap Logical Unit Number (LUN) 

to our target with their specific ISCSI Qualified Name (IQN) to have an access to 

them through the network by ISCSI initiator. Figure 20 shows enabling the ISCSI 

target service before creating the physical volume.  

 

 

 
 

FIG.20-openfiler services page for enabling the services that need  to communication  

 

Figure 21 shows the volume that I defined in the volume group that consist of tw o 

volume10GB and 40 GB for using in the network after mapping to the LUN.  
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FIG.21- volume group shows the capacity and  the number of available LUN in system that 

here are two LUNs 10 and  40 

 

After defining volume in volume group the next step is to map the LUN to the 

targets that these targets are the volume that I created  before (Figure 22 shows the 

LUN mapping to the target). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIG. 22-openfiler LUN mapping, map the specific IQN name to the specific LUN  

 



 

 

 

After this step our configuration of the LUN to access over the network is finished 

and we have to check the availability of the LUNs from the clients that wants to 

connect to these LUNs. For checking the connectivity I use Microsoft ISCSI initiator 

(figure 23 shows the Microsoft iSCSI initiator). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIG.23-microsoft initiator for searching and  make connections to  available LUNs 

 

By typing the target host name or IP and use quick connect button the list of 

available LUNs on the network appears on the initiator (Figure 24 shows the 

available LUNs) that we can choose connect or d isconnect to them, here we have two 

LUNs that defined before that show s on the figure below and  they detect by their 

IQN identifiers address. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

    FIG.24-accessing to LUN s over the Microsoft iSCSI initiator   
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After selecting each LUN we can connect to them and use them as part of ph ysical 

d isk drive on our computer. (Figure 25 shows the connectivity of the LUN in Local 

computer) 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIG.25 ---shows the connection status to the LUNs 

 

After connecting to the LUNs we can access to them like our physical storage that 

d irectly attached to our computer and  we have access to formatting, partitioning the 

d isk just like are local d isks. Figure 26 shows the Microsoft d isk management 

console. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

FIG.26-shows the local access to connected  LUNs like locally attached  d isks 



 

 

 

Communication through the ISCSI is in clear text mode so it is not a safe method and  

easy to sniff. Figure-27 shows the accessing to the IQN of the target by wireshark 

packet sniffer tools to gain access to LUNs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

FIG.27-wireshark IQN sniffing for getting access to the IQN  address of LUNs 

 

There are some security issues that can help to increase the security and decrease the 

vulnerabilities e.g. changing the password  regularly and change the default 

configuration and username and passwords. Check the level of access for d ifferent 

group and people and check the authorization and configuration on  the network. 

Use SSL for safe connection to the management console. Increase the level of physical 

security to access to devices. Always ensure that the platform of the network is 

secure enough for making remote connection. Check the security patches and 

configuration for making remote access on the operating systems. Isolate the 

physical devices and control the access of the persons who quit working in a 

company [4]. 
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